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“Today’s music, as in almost all the domains  
of human activity, exists on a global level.”

José Evangelista, 1991*

* EVANGELISTA, José (1991). Pourquoi composer de la musique monodique ?, Circuit, vol. 1, n° 2, p. 55-70.

Note: words attributed to José Evangelista are based mostly on interviews or on his own writings.



Biography

Spain
José Evangelista was born in 1943 in Valencia. 

“My mother played music. Like my sister and older 
brothers, I would sit next to her at the piano listening 
to her play Debussy, Schubert, Scarlatti, etc. When 
I was 6 years old I began to study piano. I would 
read composers’ biographies, saying to myself that I 
would very much like to do the same thing.” 

At age 16, José Evangelista begins studies in 
harmony and orchestration with Vicente Asencio 
(1908-1979), a composer who teaches at the Valencia 
Conservatory. Between ages 17 and 20, José writes 
his first compositions and receives advice from 
Ernesto Halffter (1905-1989), a pupil of Manuel de 
Falla. In parallel, the young José will follow scientific 
studies in physics and computing.

With a Bachelor’s degree in physics he obtains 
a grant from CERN (European Organization for 
Nuclear Research) in Geneva, Switzerland. He also 
obtains a diploma in composition from the Valencia 
Conservatory and marries Matilde Asencio, his 
professor’s daughter. Their son Gabriel is born in 
1982 and David in 1988. “Gabriel is an arranger and 
keyboard player in a Latin music group, while David 
is interested in heavy metal,” he notes with a smile 
and a touch of pride.

Discovery of World Musics
It is during his studies in sciences in Madrid 

that Evangelista discovers Olivier Messiaen 
(1908-1992 ) with “Three Small Liturgies” during 
a concert directed by Cristobal Halffter. In 1965, 
he discovers the music of Bali which will profoundly 
affect his own music. “Even if I remain highly sensitive 
to the music of the 20th century classical tradition 
(Ravel, Prokofiev, Stravinsky, Debussy, etc.), the 
music of Indonesia set me thinking. It was a deter-
mining factor, because I always had a curiosity for 
other references, and it is this that developed my 
interest in world musics.”

In 1976, he deepens his intrigue with this music 
during his first trip to Java and Bali with his friend, 
composer John Rea. Adding Burma (Myanmar) 
to his itinerary, in 1980, 1992 and 2001, he will go 
on a several trips to study the Javanese gamelan 
and Western music composition. Other equally 
inspirational trips will be added in 2006 and 2009 to 

France, New Zealand and Shanghai for creations, 
conferences or university tutorials.

Canada
Equipped with his diplomas in composition, 

physics and computing, he immigrates to Canada 
in 1969. “The mathematical approach of my job, my 
childhood memories and my very close links with 
universities little by little led me to resume my music 
studies.”

A few months later, he left his post in Ottawa and 
settled down with his family in Montreal to resume 
in-depth music composition studies with André 
Prévost at the Université de Montréal. There he 
completed his Master’s degree. In 1984, studying 
with Bruce Mather at McGill University, he attains 
his Phd. This progress results in his working with 
other emergent artists in contemporary music 
such as Claude Vivier, Lorraine Vaillancourt, Walter 
Boudreau, Michel Gonneville and Jean Laurendeau.

Between 1974 and 2009 he is a professor at the 
Université de Montréal, and is appointed emeritus 
professor in 2010. Among his pupils, we find Simon 
Bertrand, Analía Llugdar, Samy Moussa, Alejandra 
Ogders and Ana Sokolović. He is also a founding 
member of several concert societies including 
Événements du Neuf with Claude Vivier, John Rea 
and Lorraine Vaillancourt, Traditions du Monde with 
Ramon Pelinski, John Rea and his wife, Matilde 
Asencio. Finally, in 1987 he creates “l’Atelier de gam-
elan balinais” (Balinese gamelin workshop) at the 
Université de Montréal, thanks to a gift of two gam-
elan ensembles from the Government of Indonesia!

José Evangelista won several prizes and received 
numerous commissions, in particular from L’Itinéraire 
(Paris), the Kronos Quartet (San Francisco), Groupe 
vocal de France, the SMCQ, Radio-Canada and Radio-
Canada and Chants Libres. From 1987 until 1994 he 
was a member of the SMCQ Artistic Committee and 
composer-in-residence at the Montreal Symphony 
Orchestra between 1993 and 1995. His works 
have been played in Canada, the United States, 
Europe, Asia and Australia by ensembles such as 
the Ensemble Modern (Frankfurt), Nieuw Ensemble 
(Amsterdam), Music Projects (London), the Orchestre 
philharmonique de Radio-France, the Montreal 
Symphony Orchestra, I Musici de Montréal and the 
Nouvel Ensemble Moderne.

By Christian O’Leary
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1943
Born in Valencia (Spain)

1959 – 1968
Begins his studies in harmony and 
orchestration with Vicente Asencio

Meets Ernesto Halffter (student of Falla) 
& Luis de Pablo

Physics degree

First prize in composition, Valencia 
Conservatory

Marriage to Matilde Asencio, daughter 
of Vicente

1969 – 1973
Immigrates to Canada as computer 
scientist for the Min. of Transportation, 
Ottawa

Moves to Montreal to study composition 
with André Prévost

Master’s degree in composition, Univer-
sité de Montréal (UdeM)

Meets Walter Boudreau, Michel Gonne-
ville, Jean Laurendeau, Lorraine Vaillan-
court, Pauline Vaillancourt, Claude Vivier

1974 – 1975
Teaches at  UdeM (Professor emeritus in  
2010). Among his composition students : 
Simon Bertrand, Analía Llugdar, André 
Hamel, Samy Moussa, Alejandra Ogders 
and Ana Sokolović 

En guise de fête (A Hébert),1st prize, 
Arpa de Oro national contest (Spain)

Participates in the  Internationale Ferien-
kurse für Neue Musik Darmstadt

1976 – 1979
1st trip to Java and Bali with John Rea

Studies with avec Bruce Mather (McGill)

Establishes Les événements du neuf 
with Rea, Vaillancourt, Vivier & Traditions 
musicales du monde with Asencio, 
Pelinski, Rea 

Musique pour Vent d’est, chor. J.-P. 
Perreault, CNA (Ottawa)

1980 – 1985 
2nd trip to Java & Bali: studies at the Aka-
demi Seni Karawitan Indonesia (ASKI).

Birth of his son Gabriel

Visión, Special Prize from the Min. of 
Culture of Spain, creation by Jocelyne 
Fleury-Coutu and l’Itinéraire (Paris)

Clos de vie, in memoriam Claude Vivier, 
comm. SMCQ (S. Garant), work sub-
mitted by the International Rostrum of 
Composers, UNESCO

Phd in composition, McGill

1986 – 1988
Guest at Composers forum to give a 
workshop at Ferienkurse für Neue Musik 
Darmstadt

Trip to Indonesia and Birma: teaches 
Western music composition, studies the 
gamelan at the Indonesian Institute of 
the Arts and the Burmese piano 

Member of the SMCQ Artistic Committee 
(until 1994)

Piano concertant, L. Bessette and 
Orchestre de chambre de Lausanne, 
Radio Suisse romande, France-Musique, 
Radio-TV belge & Radio-Canada

La porte (A. Nouss), comm. Chants Libres 
(P. Vaillancourt), Musiques du XXe siècle 
(Angers)

Merapi, comm. SMCQ (M. Constant), in 
memoriam Serge Garant, comm. SMCQ 
(M. Constant)

Establishes l’Atelier de gamelan de 
l’UdeM with the donation of two gamelan 
ensembles by the Government of 
Indonesia

Birth of his son David

1989 – 1992
Monodías españolas, Anthony de Mare, 
Music Gallery (Toronto), 1988 

O Bali, comm. Radio-Canada to celebrate 
the centenary of the first major contact 
of the West with Indonesian music at the 
1889 World’s fair Universal Exposition in 
Paris, Ensemble dir. L. Vaillancourt

Plume (comm. Marie-Danielle Parent) 
concert-spectacle Histoires extraordi-
naires with works by Rea & Gougeon, 
staging by Denis Marleau

1993 – 1995
Artist-in-residence at the MSO: O Java (C. 
Dutoit), Symphonie minute, comm. OSM 
(S. Wong)

Organizes Journées du XXe siècle with 
l’OSM, SMCQ, NEM, ECM+, ACREQ,  
I Musici de Montréal

Airs d’Espagne, comm. CBC, I Musici, 
performed more than 80 times (Canada, 
USA, Europe, Asia, Australia)

Noche oscura (J. de la Croix), comm. Min. 
of Culture (France), Groupe vocal de 
France

1996 – 1999  
Spanish Garland, Cuarteto Latinoame-
ricano (Mexico) and reprised by the Quar-
tets Molinari, Alcan, Claudel, Madawaska 
& del Sol

Jan V. Matejcek award for New classical 
music, SOCAN

Alap et Gat, comm. NEM, Festival Pré-
sences 99 (Paris)

Concerto Kebyar, comm. J. Laurendeau

Artist-in-residence in Grame (Lyon)

2000 – 2002
Exercices de conversation et de diction 
françaises pour étudiants américains 
(Ionesco), Opéra de Lyon and tour

Symphonie minute, Calgary Philharmonic 
Orchestra (European tour)

Nuevas monodías españolas, comm. Eve 
Egoyan, Music Gallery (Toronto)

Manuscrit trouvé à Saragosse (A. Nouss), 
opera, comm. Chants Libres, coprod. 
SMCQ (W. Boudreau), staging by Wajdi 
Mouawad

Airs d’Espagne, Lubuska Camerata, 
(Poland), Potsdamer Ensemble (Berlin), I 
Musici (USA tour), Orchestra of the State 
Hermitage (St-Petersburg)

2003 – 2005
Songs of Innocence and of Experience, 
comm. Radio-Canada, Hilliard Ensemble, 
Montréal/Nouvelles Musiques 

Exercices de style (Queneau), Exercices 
de conversation (Ionesco), Atelier 
d’opéra de l’UdeM & NEM

Composer for the film L’est de la brúixola 
by Jordi Torrent

2006 – 2012
New-Zealand: conferences and tutorials 
in 4 universities

Cantus sacri, Leçons du Tao, Dos sone-
tos barrocos, Exercices de style, Songs 
of Innocence and Va-et-vient (comm. 
Résonance Contemporaine), Chœurs et 
solistes de Lyon-Bernard Tétu, Les Voix 
du Prieuré

O Qin, Shanghai Symphony Orchestra, 
comm. SMCQ, 3rd prize Presences China

Haubois concertant, comm. OSM  
(S. Laforest)

2013 – 2016
Ô Gamelan, comm. Esprit Orchestra  
(A. Pauk)

Airs d’Espagne, OSL (J.-F. Rivest)

Accelerando, comm. OSM – MSO  
(K. Nagano) for 50 years of the Metro

2017 – 2018
Tribute paid by the cultural milieu as part 
of the SMCQ’s Homage Series 

Chronology Milestones, creations and key works
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Marie Décary

Élisabeth Eudes-Pascal

Walter Boudreau, 
SMCQ Artistic Director

José Evangelista

The Author 
When she was just eight years old, during an ice storm, Marie Décary came to 
the conclusion that nothing was better than creating all day long, to survive and 
thrive. With this realization, she made her way in the world. After studying com-
munications, she worked as a journalist, banner designer, research assistant, and 
filmmaker. For more than twenty-five years, she acts as scenario consultant, while 
dedicating herself to children’s literature. She has written three fairy tales and 
twelve novels published by La Courte Échelle editions. Marie loves being around 
children and regularly attends writers’ workshops in primary and secondary scho-
ols. Together with Ana Sokolović, she has also written a musical tale for the SMCQ 
youth sector, Bouba, which in 2001 won a Prix Opus from the Conseil québécois 
de la musique

The Illustrator
Élisabeth Eudes-Pascal has always enjoyed drawing. She studied painting and 
illustration in Montreal. During the course of her career, she has illustrated close 
to thirty children’s novels and albums, while also working on schoolbooks and 
international magazines. Élisabeth has lived in many countries; France, India, 
and Honduras, where she worked with intellectually challenged persons. “I like 
helping people find their creativity because everybody has it inside them and 
creating is liberating. Drawing and painting require me to be constantly evolving, 
and it is this that I find very stimulating.” In her drawings, she mostly uses waterco-
lor, a quill, and India ink. She sometimes adds gouache or even glues bits of paper 
onto them. Her talent has twice resulted in her becoming a Elisabeth Greenshield 
Foundation grant recipient and a finalist for the 2011 Governor General Awards.

Société de musique contemporaine du Québec
For almost 50 years the SMCQ has dedicated itself to valuing our composers. 
During this time it has made a name for itself in the cultural scene based on the 
quality and scale of its concerts and activities, which stand out for their inclusive-
ness. Its activities are divided into 4 categories: SMCQ Concerts, Montreal/ New 
Music festival, Homage Series, and Youth Sector. Today it is considered to be one 
of the most dynamic institutions devoted to new music in America.

Homage Series
Initiated by the SMCQ, the Homage Series aims to create an artistic convergence 
around a specific composer, and to make his or her work more widely known. For 
its sixth edition, the SMCQ has chosen to honour José Evangelista for the quality, 
diversity and scope of his work, apart from his remarkable openness to world 
music. The cultural and educational environment responded enthusiastically to 
the SMCQ appeal: more than 250 concerts, workshops and activities salute José 
Evangelista on stage or in schools throughout the 2017-2018 season. 
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From Valencia to Bali, come along with composer José Evangelista 
in search of new kinds of music to discover! Author Marie Décary 
and illustrator Élisabeth Eudes-Pascal take us on this fascinating 

journey, destination creativity and the world.

Produced by the Société de musique contemporaine du Québec 
(SMCQ), this comic book is the sixth in a series dedicated to 

Canadian composers.


